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Synopsis:

While tending to patients at the clinic, a sick nanny named Alice causes the team to go into lockdown when they believe she has
a deadly contagious virus, revealed to be dengue fever. When Warren and Ruiz check on a disturbance at a family home, they
try to convince the mother to get help for her abusive son before he kills someone with his guns. Hughes accompanies Beckett
to Beckett's uncle's funeral at a bar on his first day out of rehab. Montgomery and Emmett spend time together during Emmett's
father's funeral reception. Gibson leaves the team after being told he can't be a firefighter anymore.

Areas of concern for this episode:

Adoption

Alcohol Reference

Alcohol Use

Animal Abuse

Animal Issue

Brand Mention
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Celebrity Reference

Domestic Abuse

Gender Identity

Graphic Images
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Illegal Activity

Industry Related
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Physical Illness-Injury

Political

Religion

Sexism

Sexual Innuendo



Sexual Misconduct

Sexual Situation

Violence

Full Content Report:

The team sets up for the Dean Miller Memorial Clinic. Meanwhile, Herrera and Ross tell Gibson
that it's too dangerous to put him back to work as a firefighter. "It's a lifelong injury and you
know that." In the locker room, Warren, Ruiz, and Bishop speak to Gibson while he empties
out his locker. Gibson tells them that he's "good."

        Physical Illness-Injury

Credits.

Herrera speaks to the team about a dinner for Gibson at night. "Powell, Green, and Cutler will
fill in." Herrera puts Powell on restocking duty. "It's vaccine day." Sullivan tells Herrera not to
give people options. "Military 101." Ruiz speaks with Powell. "Hughes and I just ended." She
asks Ruiz if they can finally be together. "Chill. I was just messing with you... I am still down
for a good time."

        Industry Related
        Sexual Innuendo

Hughes and Beckett get out of a Nissan Pathfinder. "I'm not going to let you walk into a bar
alone on your first day out of rehab." He asks Hughes if this is her first Irish wake. They walk
in and find everyone drinking. "This is a wake in its most drunken form." Hughes asks Beckett
if his uncle died of alcoholism. "He did."

        Brand Visible
        Alcohol Use
        Industry Related
        Alcohol Reference

Montgomery and Eli knock on Emmett's door for the funeral. "We all know my dad was kind
of a dick." Elsewhere, Warren and Ruiz arrive at a home and knock on the door. A woman
named Connie opens up and says there is no disturbance at her home. Warren notices Connie
is on dialysis. "It's red and a little infected." She agrees to let Warren look at her arm.

        Industry Related
        Language
        Physical Illness-Injury

At the clinic, Gibson speaks to Gloria, his sister. DeLuca walks over and asks if everything
okay. Gibson reminds DeLuca that Gloria can't check in like everyone else because she ran
away from her abuser. "If things are public, he can find her." Two kids run in and say their
nanny is hurt. Gibson uses his cane to walk out.

        Domestic Abuse
        Physical Illness-Injury

Break 1 @ 8:00

DeLuca checks on the nanny, Alice. "I was getting Winston off the monkey bars and he kicked
me in the mouth." Bishop asks Alice if she's feeling lightheaded. Alice jokes that being a
nanny is the strongest form of birth control. Herrera tells Bishop and DeLuca that she
submitted her letter of recommendation for their foster application. Bishop asks Herrera if
she's okay. Herrera says she always imagined Gibson as part of the family while she was
captain. Herrera watches Sullivan quiet down the children running through the clinic.

        Industry Related
        Physical Illness-Injury
        Adoption

Warren tends to Connie's arm. He asks about the bruises. "It's from my dialysis. Fix one
problem and create another, right?" Sam, Connie's son, yells at her to make him eggs. He
scolds Connie for letting strangers into the home. Sam complains she didn't get more eggs.
"This generation doesn't know the value of a dollar," Connie says. Sam asks Warren what he's
doing in his home. Outside, Ruiz speaks to the neighbor if he heard any fighting next door.
The neighbor tells Ruiz that Sam is always "flying off the handle." Sam says he pointed a gun
at his dog. "He's dangerous."

        Domestic Abuse
        Animal Abuse
        Industry Related (2)
        Physical Illness-Injury

At the bar, Jim asks Beckett what he's drinking. "I see you brought your rosary." Beckett says
they're prayer beads. "Please don't tell me you're into that woo woo crap," Jim says. Jim Jr.
brings whiskey over and tries to hand one to Beckett. "I just got out of rehab, guys," Beckett
says. Jim jokes, "We really did lose you to a cult." Jim toasts to the death of "fun Sean."

        Alcohol Use
        Religion
        Industry Related

Montgomery holds a drink and speaks to Emmett. "I didn't realize my boyfriend would be here
for work," Montgomery says. Montgomery says they shouldn't have done what they did the
other day. Eli tells Montgomery if he wants to leave, he can. Montgomery says he's going to
stay a bit longer.

        Homosexuality
        Alcohol Use

DeLuca inspects Alice's mouth while she ices her face. "There is some bleeding on the left
side of your mouth." Powell walks over and says, "Bishop's wife, there is a lady that is here
that says she will only be seen by you." DeLuca speaks to a patient that has a migraine. She

        Industry Related
        Physical Illness-Injury
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greets Nina, a young girl in a wheelchair. Sullivan walks by and greets Nina. "Would someone
like to play with us?" Nina goes to play with Sullivan and the other children. "You don't
remember me, do you?" the patient asks DeLuca. Bishop calls DeLuca over. They run over to
Alice's booth and find her throwing up. Alice mentions she is jetlagged. "My boyfriend and I
were backpacking outside Southeast Asia." DeLuca and Bishop put on suits. "Get masks for
everyone and get Captain Herrera."

Bishop tells Herrera that they may have a patient zero. "I'll get on the phone with the CDC."
Ross comes out as Sullivan locks down the fire house.

        Brand Mention
        Physical Illness-Injury

Break 2 @ 16:00

Sullivan tells patients that they need to listen to the firefighters. "This team knows exactly
what to do, even if it is ebola." In an office, DeLuca and Bishop inspect Alice while Herrera
speaks to the CDC on the phone. DeLuca worries that they will lose the baby they want to
foster because they will have to quarantine. Alice vomits into a bucket.

        Brand Mention
        Physical Illness-Injury
        Adoption

Sam yells at Warren. "You weasel your way in here so you can charge her. You want more
debt, mom? They just want our money." Sam's mother gets up from her chair and calls
Warren a "crook." Sam's mother complains that Sam lost three jobs throughout the year. Ruiz
walks in and makes a gun motion with his hand. Warren says he got a call about a
disturbance. Sam complains that no one gives him the respect he deserves. Sam throws a
vase against the wall. Sam storms out of the house.

        Violence
        Industry Related (3)

Beckett's cousin Grace greets Beckett and Hughes. "What's up with the umbrella in your
drink? Should I ask your pronouns?" Beckett says he's sober. "Little Johnny blackout, the
prince of public urination?" Grace says she's been sober for a year. "I did it myself. I am no
longer welcome at school pickup. I was topless... once."

        Alcohol Reference
        Gender Identity
        Sexual Misconduct

Montgomery runs into Emmett while cleaning up plates in the kitchen. "Is my mother treating
you like the help again?" Emmett jokes. Later, Emmett and Montgomery lock themselves in a
room and passionately kiss while ripping off each other's clothing.

        Sexual Situation
        Homosexuality

Break 3 @ 21:00

DeLuca's patient speaks to Sullivan. "You don't know stress. I'm a caretaker of a child with
cerebral palsy. It's 24 hours a day." Sullivan tells the patient that she will get her and Nina a
space.

        Physical Illness-Injury

Emmett and Montgomery put their clothes back on. Emmett tells Montgomery that he's
"corrupting him." "When we we met, I was cheating on Alicia and you were upset."
Montgomery walks out of the pantry seconds before Emmett does.

        Sexual Situation
        Homosexuality

Bishop and DeLuca notice a spiderweb rash on Alice's torso. Elsewhere, Ruiz goes to speak
with Sam, who is in his garage. Sam grabs his rifle and pistol while Ruiz looks inside from a
side window. Ruiz asks Sam if he's okay. Ruiz radios for backup. At the bar, Jim speaks to
everyone about his father. "My father broke his foot and never went to the doctor." "He was
always down for a good time." Grace says, "That good time killed him." Grace mentions
Vinny, Jim's father, abandoned them and drank himself to death. "Don't get all high and
mighty with your sober bull crap. Don't get mad because after a couple of beers you turn into
a truck stop tramp," Jim says. Grace pushes Jim and a fight breaks out. Jim Jr. gets his nose
broken by a punch.

        Violence
        Graphic Images
        Industry Related
        Alcohol Reference
        Language
        Physical Illness-Injury

Warren tells Connie that Sam is exhibiting serious anger issues. "It's hard for men like him.
There are no jobs." Warren brings up Connie's bruises. "I told you that they're from dialysis."
Warren says dialysis doesn't leave fingerprints. Connie says she pushes Sam because it
"makes a man." Warren informs her of the Red Flag Law. "It's a suspension of a person's
firearms until they're better." Connie asks him why he wants to take away Sam's rights and
freedoms. They hear several shots fired outside the home. Sam complains to the neighbor
that the dog is barking. Sam puts his pistol on the ground. Several patrol cars pull up. Sam
walks over to his neighbor and says, "Bitch."

        Violence
        Domestic Abuse
        Illegal Activity
        Industry Related
        Language
        Political
        Animal Issue
        Physical Illness-Injury

Break 4 @ 28:00

Hughes hands Beckett several tampons to stick in Jim Jr's nose to stop the bleeding. Jim Jr.
takes a shot. "I don't take any medications," Jim Jr. says. When he sees a tampon, Jim Jr.

        Alcohol Use
        Industry Related (2)
        Sexism



shouts, "Gross!" Jim takes photos of Jim Jr. Grace jokes that Jim Jr. became a woman.
Beckett tells Jim to call 9-1-1 instead of giving Jim Jr shots.

Ross speaks to Herrera about dengue fever. DeLuca notices mosquito bites on Alice's ankles.
"The CDC confirms that it might be dengue fever." Elsewhere, Sam is given a citation. Before
leaving, Warren speaks to the officer. "He said it was a case of self-defense. He said the dog
tried to attack him." Connie and Sam tell Warren to leave.

        Brand Mention
        Animal Issue
        Physical Illness-Injury

Kitty sips wine while speaking to Montgomery and Emmett. "He really did like you. You are a
good man." At the station, Herrera tells Alice that she has Dengue Fever. DeLuca asks
Sullivan about Nina and her mother. Sullivan has Winston hand Ross a note. She opens it up
and sees "Will you marry me?" Ross writes on the note and asks Winston to give it back to
Sullivan. He opens up the note and sees "Maybe."

        Alcohol Use
        Physical Illness-Injury

Herrera asks Powell why Gibson didn't take his helmet. When Powell leaves, Herrera call Ruiz.
"I need you and Warren to make a stop." At the bar, Beckett tells Jim that they're going to
cauterize the wound to stop the bleeding. Jim heats up a spoon and gives it to Jim Jr, who
puts it up his nose.

        Graphic Images
        Industry Related
        Physical Illness-Injury

Break 5 @ 34:00

Gibson has dinner with Marge. Warren and Ruiz walk in and tell Gibson to get on the gurney.
At the bar, Beckett complains he can't be part of his family. They watch as Jim Jr is placed in
an ambulance. While Hughes tells Beckett about what psychologists say about addiction, he
jokes, "Thank you, Dr. Phil." She tells Beckett to join Crisis One. At the station, DeLuca is
served paperwork. "I was her OB five years ago." DeLuca and Bishop receive notifications on
their phones.

        Industry Related
        Celebrity Reference
        Adoption

Connie walks into the fire station and speaks to Sullivan. Warren and Ruiz walk in. Connie tells
Warren that after they left, Sam started ranting about wanting their neighbor dead. "I don't
want him to go to prison. I need you to take the guns out of the house." In the kitchen,
Montgomery and Hughes taste food. "Beckett's grandmother taught me how to cook pot roast
with beer. I think she cooks everything with beer." Herrera tells Sullivan that he was great
with kids. "That's why you're running the clinic from now on." Gibson walks in. Warren walks
in with a cake. They watch Gibson write underneath the table. DeLuca and Bishop walk in
holding a baby.

        Industry Related (2)
        Alcohol Reference

End credits.

Client-Specific Information:

Type Length

Nissan Brand Visible 00:01

Hughes and Beckett get out of a Nissan Pathfinder.

CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) Brand Mention NA

Bishop tells Herrera that they may have a patient zero. "I'll get on the phone with the CDC." Ross comes out as Sullivan locks
down the fire house.

CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) Brand Mention NA

In an office, DeLuca and Bishop inspect Alice while Herrera speaks to the CDC on the phone.

CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) Brand Mention NA

Ross speaks to Herrera about dengue fever. DeLuca notices mosquito bites on Alice's ankles. "The CDC confirms that it might be
dengue fever."

Pharmaceutical Industry Related NA

Herrera puts Powell on restocking duty. "It's vaccine day."

Alcohol Industry Related NA



Hughes and Beckett get out of a Nissan Pathfinder. "I'm not going to let you walk into a bar alone on your first day out of
rehab." They walk in and find everyone drinking. "This is a wake in its most drunken form." Hughes asks Beckett if his uncle
died of alcoholism. "He did."

Health Care Industry Related NA

A woman named Connie opens up and says there is no disturbance at her home. Warren notices Connie is on dialysis. "It's red
and a little infected." She agrees to let Warren look at her arm.

Pharmaceutical Industry Related NA

Bishop asks Alice if she's feeling lightheaded. Alice jokes that being a nanny is the strongest form of birth control.

Health Care Industry Related NA

Warren tends to Connie's arm. He asks about the bruises. "It's from my dialysis. Fix one problem and create another, right?"

Food Industry Related NA

Sam, Connie's son, yells at her to make him eggs. He scolds Connie for letting strangers into the home. Sam complains she
didn't get more eggs. "This generation doesn't know the value of a dollar," Connie says.

Alcohol Industry Related NA

Jim Jr. brings Whiskey over and tries to hand one to Beckett. "I just got out of rehab, guys," Beckett says. Jim jokes, "We really
did lose you to a cult." Jim toasts to the death of "fun Sean."

Travel Industry Related NA

Bishop calls DeLuca over. They run over to Alice's booth and find her throwing up. Alice mentions she is jetlagged. "My
boyfriend and I were backpacking outside Southeast Asia." DeLuca and Bishop put on suits. "Get masks for everyone and get
Captain Herrera."

Health Care Industry Related NA

Sam yells at Warren. "You weasel your way in here so you can charge her. You want more debt, mom? They just want our
money." Sam's mother gets up from her chair and calls Warren a "crook."

Home Furnishings Industry Related NA

Ruiz walks in and makes a gun motion with his hand. Warren says he got a call about a disturbance. Sam complains that no one
gives him the respect he deserves. Sam throws a vase against the wall. Sam storms out of the house.

Financial Industry Related NA

Sam yells at Warren. "You weasel your way in here so you can charge her. You want more debt, mom? They just want our
money." Sam's mother gets up from her chair and calls Warren a "crook."

Alcohol Industry Related NA

At the bar, Jim speaks to everyone about his father. "My father broke his foot and never went to the doctor." "He was always
down for a good time." Grace says, "That good time killed him." Grace mentions Vinny, Jim's father, abandoned them and drank
himself to death. "Don't get all high and mighty with your sober bull crap. Don't get mad because after a couple of beers you
turn into a truck stop tramp," Jim says.

Government-Politics-Military Industry Related NA

Warren informs Connie of the Red Flag Law. "It's a suspension of a person's firearms until they're better." Connie asks him why
he wants to take away Sam's rights and freedoms. They hear several shots fired outside the home.

Pharmaceutical Industry Related NA

Hughes hands Beckett several tampons to stick in Jim Jr's nose to stop the bleeding. Jim Jr. takes a shop. "I don't take any
medications," Jim Jr. says. When he sees a tampon, Jim Jr. shouts, "Gross!"



Personal Care Industry Related NA

Hughes hands Beckett several tampons to stick in Jim Jr's nose to stop the bleeding. Jim Jr. takes a shop. "I don't take any
medications," Jim Jr. says. When he sees a tampon, Jim Jr. shouts, "Gross!"

Household Supplies Industry Related NA

At the bar, Beckett tells Jim that they're going to cauterize the wound to stop the bleeding. Jim heats up a spoon and gives it to
Jim Jr, who puts it up his nose.

Health Care Industry Related NA

At the station, DeLuca is served paperwork. "I was her OB five years ago."

Government-Politics-Military Industry Related NA

Connie tells Warren that after they left, Sam started ranting about wanting their neighbor dead. "I don't want him to go to
prison. I need you to take the guns out of the house."

Alcohol Industry Related NA

Montgomery and Hughes taste food. "Beckett's grandmother taught me how to cook pot roast with beer. I think she cooks
everything with beer."

Program Overview:

A drama following a group of firefighters of the Seattle Fire Department at Station 19 from the captain down the ranks to the
newest recruit in their personal and professional lives.

Cast:

Andy Herrera, a confident firefighter at Station 19 and the daughter of Captain Pruitt Herrera. Played by Jaina Lee Ortiz.

Ben Warren, a rookie firefighter at Station 19 and a former anesthesiologist-turned-resident at Grey Sloan Memorial Hospital.
He's married to Miranda Bailey of Grey's Anatomy. Played by Jason George.

Robert Sullivan, takes over as captain during season two, surpassing both Andy and Jack for the position. Played by Boris
Kodjoe.

Jack Gibson, the passionate and fearless Lieutenant at Station 19; he and Andy have been dating secretly for months. Played by
Grey Damon.

Victoria "Vic" Hughes, a younger firefighter at Station 19. Played by Barrett Doss.

Travis Montgomery, a longtime squad member, he's still mourning the loss of his husband in a fire over a year ago. Played by
Jay Hayden.

Maya Deluca-Bishop, another firefighter at Station 19 and a former Olympic athlete; married to Dr. Carina Deluca-Bishop. Played
by Danielle Savre.

Dr. Carina DeLuca-Bishop, an OB-GYN, married to Lt. Maya DeLuca-Bishop. Played by Stefania Spampinato.

Theodore "Theo" Ruiz, the station's lieutenant Played by Carlos Miranda.

Sean Beckett, firefighter and former Fire captain. Played by Josh Randall.

Fire Chief Natasha Ross, the first female chief in Station 19. Played by Merle Dandridge.

Contact: MIS screening department at (212) 329-2200 or miseast@misnyc.com
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